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INTRODUCTION
This is a time of existential angst for the nature conservation community. Three interrelated
sources of pressure interact to create high levels of stress and anxiety for conservation
practitioners and advocates.
First, the political landscape looks daunting. Powerful legislators are calling for the repeal or
drastic revision of foundational legislation such as the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 1 and even
the venerable Antiquities Act. 2 Demands for the wholesale transfer of federal lands, which
provide the primary space for many of the nation’s key conservation efforts, to the states, are at a
fever pitch. 3 The new president has expressed some skepticism of those demands, 4 but based on
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the range of policy positions he took during the campaign, he seems unlikely to be either a
champion of conservation or a bulwark against an anti-conservation Congress. 5
Second, the increase in political barriers parallels an increase in practical challenges. The task of
conservation is more difficult than ever. Rapid anthropogenic climate change means that the
scale of the conservation problem far exceeds what it was thought to be just a few decades ago.
We are either already in or standing on the brink of the “sixth extinction,” 6 a rate of species loss
matching the worst such events in the planet’s history, and well beyond any in human history.
The scientific literature, the popular press, and reports from conservation groups regularly herald
new and dire estimates of the number or proportion of species at risk or nearing extinction. 7
Those predictions are becoming more granular as well, focusing in detail on individual species.
The most recent update to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Polar Bear Conservation
Management Plan, for example, forecasts extinction of the species in the absence of “action that
effectively addresses the primary cause of diminishing sea ice,” that is, global warming. 8
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To date it has been difficult to conclusively tie the loss of individual species to global warming, 9
but that may be only a matter of time. Australian scientists recently reported confirming the first
mammalian extinction directly attributable to climate change. They attribute the disappearance of
the Bramble Cay melomys, a small rodent endemic to the Great Barrier Reef, to increased
inundation of its habitat by storm surges. 10 Others are also being closely watched. 11
The practical problem has another dimension as well: just as the number of conservation targets
goes up, the best established tools of conservation are waning in effectiveness. The primary
strategies for conservation have traditionally been the designation of lands for protection and
restrictions on the direct harvest of target species. Preserved lands, however, cannot fence out a
changing climate, 12 That reality is producing uncomfortable tensions between the desire to
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conserve nature and the desire to leave it alone, impulses which once seemed to point in the same
direction. Today, those closest to the conservation issue, the on-the-ground managers of public
and private resources, are facing questions such as whether to move species around the map to
locations they are not known ever to have occupied, either to preserve the translocated species 13
or to restore ecological functions once provided by species that have been lost. 14 There is talk
about bringing species back from extinction as a conservation strategy. 15 Selective breeding16
and genetic engineering, 17 techniques traditionally associated with agriculture, are now touted as
conservation strategies. 18 Many conservation advocates find the resulting discussions difficult
and distressing.
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One specific situation for which conservation advocates have proposed use, or at least
evaluation of these techniques, is to help corals survive increasing water temperatures.
Madeleine J.H. Van Oppen et al., Building Coral Reef Resilience Through Assisted Evolution,
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But perhaps the most frightening aspect of climate disruption for conservationists is that it
undermines our most familiar and widespread conservation goals. Nature protection has been an
explicit policy goal in the United States for at least 150 years, 19 and has nearly as long a history
in the global community. Throughout that time, there have been two dominant, and explicitly
linked, targets of nature protection efforts, public and private, domestic and international. The
first is the protection of “nature” or natural conditions, usually conceptualized as conditions that
would exist in the absence of any human intervention. The second is the maintenance or
restoration of some set of “baseline” historic conditions believed to have existed at some chosen
point in time.
Neither untainted nature nor history, of course, has ever been a perfect target. Since the evolution
of human beings, there have been substantial human impacts on the biological world. 20 The idea
of protecting “nature” untouched by human beings has always been conceptually challenging, if
not incoherent. History may seem a better guide, since it does not assume an artificial separation
between human beings and the rest of the world. But it assumes an unrealistic stasis, when
nature is in fact dynamic. 21
Nonetheless, nature has long been an appealing rhetorical target, and history has offered a
reasonable implementing proxy for protection of nature. In most places the pace of change
relevant to the resources we’ve been concerned about protecting has been, or at least has seemed,
slow on a human time scale. And although we’ve known for some time that we cannot wholly
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Protection of nature for more or less its own sake dates at least to the setting aside of the
Yosemite Valley “for public use, resort, and recreation” in 1864. Yosemite Land Grant Act (Act
of June 30, 1864, ch. 184, §§ 1, 2; 13 Stat. 325).
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While the relative importance of human impacts and climate changes in pre-industrial
extinctions are hotly debated, there appears to be a consensus in the peer-reviewed science
literature that anthropogenic effects played an important role in the extinction of many mammals
and birds well before the industrial era. See, e.g., Attila Nemeth et al., Holocene Mammal
Extinctions in the Carpathian Basin: A Review, 47 MAMMAL REV. 38 (2016) (concluding that
evidence suggests a primary role for anthropogenic disturbance in mammal extinctions of
roughly ten thousand years ago in the area that is now central Europe); Christopher E. Doughty,
Preindustrial Human Impacts on Global and Regional Environment, 38 ANN. REV. OF ENVT.
AND RESOURCES 503 (2013) (detailing evidence of preindustrial human environmental impacts,
including megafauna extinctions); Paul L. Koch and Anthony D. Barnosky, Late Quaternary
Extinctions: State of the Debate, 37 ANN. REV. OF ECOLOGY, EVOLUTION, AND SYSTEMATICS 215
(2006) (arguing that mass extinctions of large mammals and slow-breeding animals fifty
thousand to ten thousand years agor are best explained by a combination of excessive human
hunting, indirect impacts of human expansion, and climate changes).
21
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wall nature off from human impacts, 22 in most cases it has seemed possible to create preserved
lands that are largely free of human influence.
That, however, is no longer the case. Greenhouse gas emissions have already significantly
altered even the largest and seemingly most static of our sinks, the atmosphere and oceans. In
what has come to be known in popular parlance, at least, as the “anthropocene,” human influence
is everywhere. 23 We are, as others have observed, in a “no analog” world, 24 a world where
history, at least history as human beings have known it, is no longer a viable guide to what the
world is or can be. Many familiar nature protection targets are no longer achievable, even
through extraordinary efforts. Moreover, we can no longer ignore the long submerged conflicts
between history and “naturalness:” leaving the world alone will not protect aspects of nature we
value.
To be clear, the questions that climate change raises about conservation goals are not new. The
balance between leaving nature alone and protecting it has been troublesome for decades and in
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Whether we are in a geologic era that should be called the anthropocene remains a subject of
intense debate. The International Commission on Stratigraphy of the International Union of
Geological Sciences remains mired in the lengthy process of determining whether to recommend
formal recognition of the anthropocene as a geologic era. A working group has recently
concluded that the anthropocene does qualify for formal recognition, Damian Carrington, The
Anthropocene Epoch: Scientists Declare Dawn of Human-Influenced Age, THE GUARDIAN, Aug.
29, 2016, but that recommendation remains controversial, Stanley C. Finney and Lucy E.
Edwards, The “Anthropocene” Epoch: Scientific Decision or Political Statement?, 26 (3-4) GSA
TODAY 4 (March/April 2016). Whether or not we are in a new geologic era, there can be little
doubt that human beings are exerting historically unprecedented influence not only on the
atmosphere, but on the landscapes and other resources of earth. By 1997, leading scientists noted
that human beings had transformed between one-third and one-half of the earth’s land surface,
fixed more atmospheric nitrogen than all other sources combined, and captured more than half of
all accessible fresh water. Peter M. Vitousek et al., Human Domination of Earth’s Ecosystems,
277 SCIENCE 494 (1997). Ten years later, a different group calculated that humans were
responsible for capturing nearly one fourth of the net primary production, that is of the biomass
produced by the entire natural world. Helmut Haberl et al., Quantifying and Mapping the Human
Appropriation of Net Primary Production in Earth’s Terrestrial Ecosystems, 104 PROC. NAT’L
ACAD. SCI. 12942 (2007).
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other contexts, 25 and the question of goals has been raised in various guises. 26 Yet so far those
questions have appeared at the margins of the conservation enterprise, and it has largely been
possible to duck them. The scale and pace of climate change, however, have brought them
squarely into the spotlight. We must confront them, either on an ad hoc basis, as we have so far,
or explicitly and openly. In my view, the latter course is more likely to produce effective
conservation results.
Actually, many people might legitimately see nature protection as a minor problem in the face of
projected climate change. Perhaps they are right. It is difficult to see nature protection as a
foremost concern when entire nations are threatened with disappearance under rising seas, 27 and
much of the earth may become uninhabitably hot within two centuries. 28 No doubt resisting that
kind of dystopic future should be at the top of our action list. But if one believes, as I do, that
some experience of nature is part of a fully realized human life, we should also be thinking hard
about what it means to carry nature with us into a (hopefully) less dystopic future, and how to do
so.
The broad conceptual problem of the meaning of nature protection in the ahistorical, unnatural
world we now inhabit remains largely unaddressed in the policy arena. Practical questions of
how to do conservation in the climate changed world have unavoidably begun to occupy
conservation scientists and practitioners. 29 Scientists, legal scholars and public land managers
have also begun to address the complications posed by climate change in several specific
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Consider, for example, the questions of whether to control fire or allow it to burn, or of how
aggressively to pursue removal of non-native species. cites
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That question has been raised with respect to the Endangered Species Act, for example, in the
context of hybrid species and hatchery fish. cites It has long been a bone of contention in the
national parks, where the balance between facilitating enjoyment and preventing impairment of
the resources remains notoriously difficult to strike. cites
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Kennedy Warne, Will Pacific Islands Disappear as Seas Rise? Maybe Not, NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC, Feb. 13, 2015, http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/02/150213-tuvalusopoaga-kench-kiribati-maldives-cyclone-marshall-islands/; United Nations Environment
Programme, Emerging Issues for Small Island Developing States: Results of the UNEP Foresight
Process (2014), http://www.unep.org/newscentre/Default.aspx?ArticleID=10879&DocumentID
=2791.
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Jermey S. Pal and Elfatih A.B. Eltahir, Future Temperatures in Southwest Asia Projected to
Exceed a Threshold for Human Adaptability, 6 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 197 (2016); Camilo
Mora et al., The Projected Timing of Climate Departure from Recent Variability, 502 NATURE
183 (2013); Steven C. Sherwood and Matthew Huber, An Adaptability Limit to Climate Change
Due to Heat Stress, 107 PROC. NAT. ACAD. SCI. 9552 (2010).
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EMMA MARRIS, THE RAMBUNCTIOUS GARDEN (2011); ANTHONY BARNOSKY, HEATSTROKE
(2009).
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contexts, including management of the National Wildlife Refuge System, 30 the National Park
system, 31 and the wilderness system 32 against the backdrop of current governing legislation. For
the most part, conservation practitioners seem to have pushed the large-scale policy questions to
the side, whether intentionally or through lack of perception. 33 To the extent they have addressed
the question of large-scale goals, they have done so without much nuance and without attention
to the availability or effectiveness of policy tools. There’s been a protracted argument over the
relative value of “embracing the Anthropocene epoch” 34 which has generated more heat than
light. Much of that discussion has presented both sides in caricature, as if our conservation
choice for the future were a simple binary between protecting a pristine form of nature
untouched by human influence or turning the entire earth into a human-directed garden. 35
We need a review and reconsideration of conservation policy goals that is both more nuanced
and more comprehensive. This paper aims to begin filling that gap. It offers a broad-scale
perspective, with attention to current definitions, current challenges, current gaps, and current
and future unresolved issues. At the same time, it acknowledges that we do not currently have,
nor need we aspire to, either a single unified conservation goal or a single unified conservation
30

Robert L. Fischman et al., Planning for Adaptation to Climate Change: Lessons from the US
National Wildlife Refuge System, 64 BIOSCIENCE 993 (2014); Brad Griffith et al., Climate
Change Adaptation for the US National Wildlife Refuge System, 44 ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT 1043 (2009).
31

Eric Biber and Elisabeth Long Esposito, The National Park Service Organic Act and Climate
Change, 56 NATURAL RESOURCES J. 193 (2016); William B. Monahan and Nicholas A.
Fisichelli, Climate Exposure of US National Parks in a New Era of Change, 9(7) PLOS ONE
e101302 (2014); DAVID N. COLE AND LAURIE YUNG (EDS.), BEYOND NATURALNESS: RETHINKING
PARK AND WILDERNESS STEWARDSHIP IN AN ERA OF RAPID CHANGE (2010).
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Elisabeth Long and Eric Biber, The Wilderness Act and Climate Change Adaptation, 44
ENVTL. L. 623 (2014).
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restoration to historical conditions, while clinging to the goal of protecting populations and
species).
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WILD: AGAINST THE DOMESTICATION OF EARTH (George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom
Butler, eds. 2014).
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The contenders in this debate talk past each other, and both seem to mischaracterize the other’s
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Science, 62 BIOSCIENCE 962 (2012); EMMA MARRIS, THE RAMBUNCTIOUS GARDEN (2011). On
the other are those who emphasize reduction of the human footprint on the natural world, e.g.,
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policy. We want many things from nature, and there are many ways we might try to assure that
we get those things. We do, however, need a realistic and updated overview of conservation
goals, tools, and challenges. Only that kind of broad view can allow us to understand what we
can do, what we should do, and where we should do it. An overall conservation plan, if we could
achieve one, would help us set priorities and address tensions between our goals.
I focus here on public conservation efforts, both regulatory and resource-ownership based,
because publicly mandated and publicly funded conservation should reflect societal values in
ways that private conservation measures need not. I focus on the United States as an important
example because it has a long-standing, well-developed conservation system, as well as a wide
range of conservation viewpoints. However, I believe the approach of closely examining
motivations and identifying corresponding targets could usefully be adapted to private efforts
and other locations.
I emphasize that I offer here only one perspective on a multi-faceted issue. I make no claim to
have the definitive answer; indeed, since I emphasize among others the value of humility, I am
acutely aware of the limitations of any one perspective. I am convinced that we need to engage a
variety of disciplinary and other perspectives on the problem of conservation goals, and hope this
essay can serve as an initial call to that larger dialogue.

I. HOW WE GOT HERE: THE APPEAL (AND ROUGH EQUIVALENCE) OF NATURE AND HISTORY
Public conservation efforts in the US take a number of forms and have a number of different
specific targets. There is, however, a unifying theme in the goals of US conservation mandates:
they essentially all rely on a vision of protecting either the abstract “natural” world, or a state of
nature found at some point in time. No great effort has been made to distinguish between those
two types of goals, because they have been regarded as essentially the same thing. In other
words, a tacit assumption behind most of these laws is that people should leave the earth (or at
least specified aspects of it) much as they found it. Viewed as an argument about obligations to
history or obligations to nature, the result is the same. Conservation laws are supposed to protect
some baseline natural system, whether the baseline be pre-industrial, pre-European settlement, or
pre-enactment of the law in question.
A. Conservation Goals Frequently Mix History and Naturalness
Conservation statutes in the US are many and varied, but all have goals fundamentally tied to a
historic state of the natural system. A partial list should suffice to make the point:
•

36

The National Parks Organic Act 36 describes the “fundamental purposes” of the national
parks as being “to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild
life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such

Codified as currently in effect at 54 U.S.C. §§ 100101 - 1004907.
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•

•

•

37

means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.” 37 That
mandate has long been interpreted as setting a goal tied both to history and nature. As an
advisory committee put it in an influential 1963 report, “A national park should represent
a vignette of primitive America.” 38
The ESA 39 seeks to conserve endangered and threatened species, and the ecosystems
upon which they depend, 40 with the ultimate goal of bringing listed species to the point
where they no longer need the law’s protection. That goal intertwines a focus on history
and on nature. It could rest either on an assumption that the species it protects are
immutable natural forms or on an understanding that modern humans should avoid
knowingly causing the extinction of species with which they currently share the world.
The Wilderness Act 41 calls for protection of those specific areas which are least affected
by human influence. It defines wilderness as “an area where the earth and its community
of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.” 42
Wilderness retains “its primeval character and influence.” 43 Lands designated as
wilderness are to be managed “so as to preserve [their] natural conditions.” 44
The stated goal of the Clean Water Act 45 is “to restore and maintain the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 46 That goal, like the others, is
deliberately both history- and nature-focused. The intended baseline to which the waters
were to be returned was their natural condition, prior to anthropogenic modification. 47

54 U.S.C. § 100101(a).

38

Advisory Board on Wildlife Management, Wildlife Management in the National Parks (The
Leopold Report), Mar. 4, 1963.
39

16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 - 1544.

40

16 U.S.C. § 1531(b).

41

16 U.S.C. § 1131 - 1136.

42

16 U.S.C. § 1131(c).

43

Id.

44

Id.

45

33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 - 1388.

46

33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).

47

See H.R. Rep. No. 92-911, at 76 (1972), reprinted in 1 Cong. Res. Svc., A Legislative History
of the Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, at 753, 763 (1973) (“The word
‘integrity’as used is intended to convey a concept that refers to a condition in which the natural
structure and function of ecosystems is maintained. . . . Although man is a ‘part of nature’ and a
product of evolution, ‘natural’ is generally defined as that condition in existence before the
activities of man invoked perturbations which prevented the system from returning to its original
state of equilibrium. . . . Any change induced by man which overtaxes the ability of nature to
restore conditions to ‘natural’ or ‘original’ is an unacceptable perturbation.”).
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•

The mission of the National Wildlife Refuge System “is to administer a national network
of lands and waters for the conservation, management, and where appropriate, restoration
of the fish, wildlife, and plant resources and their habitats within the United States for the
benefit of present and future generations of Americans.” 48 The Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS), which manages the National Wildlife Refuges, is directed to “ensure that the
biological integrity, diversity, and environmental health of the System are maintained.” 49
While there are some challenges associated with parsing those words to understand
whether FWS is meeting the law’s goal, 50 that goal itself seems, like the others
mentioned here, to conflate naturalness with the historic state of the system, committing
FWS to recreating that state, or at least coming as close to it as practicable.
B. Why Nature and History Offer Such Appealing Goals

It should be no surprise that an intertwined focus on naturalness and history dominate our
conservation policy, and have for over a hundred years. The combination is simple to explain,
and can appeal to a range of audiences. It facilitates value pluralism, allowing conservation
advocates to assemble legislative majorities without having to get agreement on all the
underlying reasons for taking conservation action. It limits conflict by seeming to provide an
objective basis for implementing decisions. And it has, in the past, seemed almost by definition
reasonable and achievable.
[expand, especially on pluralism. Fits well with multiple values that motivate
conservation, including stewardship, utility, faith, and emotional ties.]

C. Same Story, Different Tune
In the last few decades, the terminology used by advocates to describe conservation goals, and to
some extent by legislators and resource managers has changed somewhat. We increasingly hear
calls for focusing on biological or ecological integrity, on sustainability, and on resilience. As
employed in the policy debates, however, those terms seem to perpetuate our longstanding
understanding of preservation as maintaining over time key elements of the non-human world in
a form similar or identical to some point in the past. [expand]

II. TIME TO MOVE ON: WHY HISTORY AND NATURE NO LONGER WORK
Although history has served us well as a prominent conservation goal in its own right as well as a
proxy for nature protection, it no longer looks like a viable focal point. There are three major
48

16 U.S.C. § 668dd(a)(2).

49

16 U.S.C. § 668dd(a)(4).

50

See Robert L. Fischman, The Meanings of Biological Integrity, Diversity, and Environmental
Health, 44 Natural Resources J. 989 (2004) (evaluating in detail the Refuge system mandate).
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problems with continuing on the conservation path we have long pursued. First, in fact history,
or naturalness, have never been as determinate as it seems at first glance. Second, given the pace
and scale of irreversible anthropogenic change, there is a large and growing gap between historybased goals and what can be achieved, even with extraordinary efforts. And third, there is a
growing tension between history and what we understand as “natural,” requiring clearer
specification of targets and, in at least some cases, choices between maintaining historic
elements of nature and limiting human management, which is often seen as inconsistent with
naturalness.
A. Insufficient Guidance
That history does not always unambiguously specify conservation targets, and that it is not
always clear what is “natural,” has long been recognized in specific contexts. But the problem is
more systemic than it has appeared.
Natural systems have long histories, and change over time. If conservation means freezing or
regenerating a particular historic moment, it will often be unclear precisely what moment that
ought to be, or why.
Consider, for example, the Salton Sea, with its on-again, off-again history. The Salton Basin of
southern California lies well below sea level. Since the Pleistocene era, the Basin has
periodically been filled with water by the Colorado River, and periodically dried up again.
“Between 695 A.D. and 1580 A.D., at least three and possibly four major lakes filled the Salton
Basin,” 51 but between those periods, the Basin belonged to the surrounding desert. 52 In the early
days of the state of California, the Basin was at times a shallow but extensive lake. 53
But the modern lake dates to 1905, when irrigation works delivering water from the Colorado
River to the Imperial Valley failed, pouring the full flow of the River into the Basin for a period
of two years. 54 The lake formed accidentally by that breach has been fed since by irrigation
return flows, municipal wastewater, and local streams. 55 As other habitats have disappeared, the
Salton Sea has become an important stopping point for birds on the Pacific flyway. Today, the
Salton Sea is a lake about 35 miles long by 15 miles wide. 56 Although it is saltier than the ocean,
51

Kim Delfino, Salton Sea Restoration: Can There Be Salvation for the Sea?, 19 PAC.
MCGEORGE GLOBAL BUS. & DEV. L.J. 157, 158 (2006).
52

Dana Goodyear, The Dying Sea: What Will California Sacrifice to Survive the Drought?, The
New Yorker, May 4, 2015
53
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55

C.S. Brehme et al., Spatial and Temporal Patterns Across an Ecological Boundary:
Allochthonous effects of of a Young Saltwater Lake on a Desert Ecosystem, 73 J. ARID
ENVIRONMENTS 811, 812 (2009).
56
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it supports a fishery (relying on introduced tilapia and sport fishing species), and provides
recreational opportunities. 57 But the Salton Sea is gradually drying up. If trends continue, some
time in the near future the Sea will become too salty to support fish, or the birds that rely on its
fish. 58
Since the 1990s, the U.S. and California have been trying to figure out how to restore sustainable
habitat for fish and birds at the Salton Sea. 59 California’s Salton Sea Task Force is currently
engaged in a process of planning for management of the Salton Sea over the short and medium
term, focused on both restoring habitat and maintaining air quality by keeping dust down. 60
Is the Salton Sea “natural”? Does it represent a history worth saving? Those questions not only
don’t have answers, asking them doesn’t seem helpful. If the Salton Sea should be “preserved” in
some form, it must be for reasons other than the nature of its origin or the timeline of its
existence.
A number of other examples pose similar conceptual challenges. At Isle Royale National Park in
Lake Superior, gray wolves first found their way to the island about 1950, nearly coincident with
a deliberate wolf introduction on the island. 61 The wolves which arrived on their own became
established, feeding on moose which had themselves arrived only in the early 20th century. Isle
Royale became the site of what may be the longest running study of predator-prey dynamics. By
2015, however, the population of Isle Royale wolves was down to two wolves, a male-female
pair “more inbred than any known wild wolves.” 62 Should more wolves be introduced to Isle
Royale? The National Park Service said no in 2014, 63 but reversed course at the end of 2016,
releasing for public comment a proposal to bring 20 to 30 wolves to Isle Royale in the next five
years. 64 Does conserving the wild life of Isle Royale call for supplementing the wolf population
57
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18, 2016.
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or allowing it to disappear? History cannot answer that question, nor can an abstract appeal to
protect nature.
[“rewilding”]
Other definition problems: the problem of wilderness; the stopping point problem – how much is
enough?
B. Unrealistic Expectations: we simply cannot maintain nature as it used to be in the
climate-challenged world.
C. Culture Clash: We can no longer hold all motivations in the same big tent. In
particular, there is a growing tension between history and naturalness, which used to be seen as
directly overlapping.
D. The Fear of Letting Go

III. MAPPING DESTINATIONS AND CHOOSING ROUTES
We currently have a portfolio of conservation policies, addressing different sets of species,
different land systems, and different threats. There is every reason to believe a portfolio approach
will be needed as we take conservation into the future. We need not, therefore, look for a silver
bullet. Rather, we are looking for a range of policies serving a range of goals. The question is
how to design a conservation portfolio for the future, rather than what single goal, strategy, or
approach we should employ.
A. The Why Must Inform the What – Articulating Values and Guiding Principles at Finer
Scales
Utility
Stewardship
Responsibility
Humility and human character formation
Equity
Distinctiveness; cultural significance

B. Two Visions of Nature
1. Garden Nature
2. Autonomous Nature
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C. Two visions of Healthy Human Relationship with Nature
1. “Feasibility”/ responsibility – time to pay more attention to “tech-based”
standards
fishing gear restrictions / mandates; TEDs
performance-based ag
water conservation / Mono Lake
predator friendly ranching
sage grouse
oil/gas well spacing
2. Humility -- the importance of awe, and reminders of our limits

CONCLUSION
Conservation policy has always been and will always be challenging, both practically and
conceptually. Conservation inevitably comes into conflict with other legitimate activities and
goals, so the line-drawing problem can never be escaped. We’ve relied so far on the vague and
undefined concepts of “nature” and “history” both to do some line-drawing and to obscure it.
That has been a reasonably effective strategy for more than 100 years, but it threatens to collapse
in the face of dramatic climate change. To get beyond that collapse, we need to talk more openly
and productively about our motivations for conservation, the targets those motivations suggest,
and how we might implement them. We need a rebalanced conservation portfolio which includes
nature under our direct control in some places, but also provides places where we allow nature to
proceed without our direct guidance.
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